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Q. Please state your name and business address. 1 

A. My name is Robert C. Schoonmaker, and my business address is P. O. Box 25969, 2 

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80936. 3 

Q. Are you the same Robert C. Schoonmaker who previously filed Direct Testimony 4 

and Rebuttal Testimony in these dockets on behalf of the Illinois Independent 5 

Telephone Association? 6 

A. Yes I am. 7 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 8 

A. I will respond to the direct testimony of Staff Witnesses Mr. Hoagg, Dr. Zolnierek, and 9 

Ms. Everson.  In addition I will briefly respond to the testimony of Mr. Phillips of 10 

Frontier.  Finally, I will respond to certain issues raised by Mr. Rubins of Geneseo, 11 

Cambridge, and Henry County Telephone Companies (GCHC) in his rebuttal testimony.  12 

I will also offer some observations regarding the Order issued by the FCC on November 13 

18, 2011. 14 

Q. Have you prepared an Exhibit that shows the amounts currently being requested by 15 

the IITA member companies participating in the proceeding for reimbursement by 16 

the IUSF? 17 

A. Yes.  Attached as IITA Exhibit 3.1 is a summary schedule showing the total amount of 18 

IUSF being requested by each of the IITA member companies.  The current total amount 19 

being requested is $19,113,571. 20 
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Q. Can you describe some of the factors that have caused this number to be reduced 21 

from the amounts originally requested by the IITA member companies? 22 

A. Yes.  There are a number of changes that are reflected in this Exhibit that have caused the 23 

requested amounts to be changed from Exhibits that I have previously filed.  Some of 24 

these include: 25 

 1.  The Schedule 1.01s are now being prepared with the 9.34% rate of return incorporated 26 

into the Schedule. 27 

 2.  The access recovery amounts are now reflected in the Schedule 1.01s and are based on 28 

2009 originating access minutes only, as will be described hereafter. 29 

 3.  Adjustments have been made to reflect a number of the issues raised by Ms. Everson 30 

including changes in tax rates, recognition of Subchapter S taxes paid by the companies’ 31 

owners rather than at the standard rate, and individual company adjustments of various 32 

expense and investment items.   33 

 4.  The adjustments also incorporate the proposals of Mr. Rubins to lower effective 34 

income tax rates for companies with lower income amounts. 35 

 5.  The withdrawal of a number of the IITA member companies from this proceeding. 36 

 6.  Updating the Federal HCL USF to reflect 2011 HCL USF receipts. 37 

FCC Order 38 

Q. Can you briefly discuss the Order issued by the FCC on November 18, 20111.? 39 

A. Yes. The Report and Order (“the Order”) and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 40 

(“FNPRM”) is a document over 750 pages long that starts wide-ranging changes in the 41 
                                                           
1 See Connect America Fund et al., WC Docket No. 10-90 et al., Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, FCC 11-161 Issued November 18, 2011. 
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federal USF program and in both interstate and intrastate intercarrier compensation.  The 42 

FNPRM includes proposals for additional changes in both USF and intercarrier 43 

compensation that the FCC is in the process of taking comments on with the intent of 44 

making some additional changes before July 1, 2012, and others later. 45 

Q. Have parties filed requests for reconsideration and clarification of the Order? 46 

A. Yes.  Numerous parties have filed for reconsideration of various portions of the Order 47 

and parties are waiting for the FCC’s decision on the issues that have been raised in those 48 

requests. 49 

Q. Have there been filings in the federal courts that may ultimately impact the 50 

decisions that the FCC has promulgated in the Order? 51 

A. Yes.  Over twenty parties have filed appeals in the federal courts and the cases have been 52 

consolidated for action in the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver.  The appeals 53 

process is in the very early stages of court action.  To my knowledge, no party has filed 54 

with the 10th Circuit for a stay of the Order, so at this point in time the industry and state 55 

commissions are in the process of moving forward with implementation of the Order. 56 

Q. Are there portions of the Order that have a direct bearing on this proceeding? 57 

A. There are.  These include actions to require terminating access rates in state access tariffs 58 

to be reduced to interstate levels within two years, a move towards supporting broadband 59 

with federal USF funds, a decision not to declare broadband service as a supported 60 

service, a change in the definition of the federal USF supported services, and reductions 61 

in federal USF for both price cap and rate-of-return regulated carriers.  The FCC did not 62 

adopt any additional broadband support for rate-of-return carriers, but has included 63 
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further consideration of that issue in the FNPRM.  While the final impact of some of 64 

these decisions is fairly apparent, other decisions have not as yet been made, and those 65 

that have are still subject to reconsideration by the FCC and to consideration by the 10th 66 

Circuit Court of Appeals.  Thus even with the issuance of the Order there is a good deal 67 

of uncertainty regarding the ultimate impact it will have. 68 

Q. You mentioned that the FCC changed the definition of supported services in the 69 

Order.  Can you comment on this? 70 

A. Yes the prior FCC definition of supported services, which I described in my Direct 71 

Testimony, was replaced by the following definition in §54.101 of the Code of Federal 72 

Regulations (CFR): 73 

 § 54.101 Supported services for rural, insular and high cost areas. 74 

(a) Services designated for support.  Voice telephony service shall be 75 
supported by federal universal service support mechanisms.  The 76 
functionalities of eligible voice telephony services include voice grade access 77 
to the public switched network or its functional equivalent; minutes of use for 78 
local service provided at no additional charge to end users; access to the 79 
emergency services provided by local government or other public safety 80 
organizations, such as 911 and enhanced 911, to the extent the local 81 
government in an eligible carrier’s service area has implemented 911 or 82 
enhanced 911 systems; and toll limitation for qualifying low-income 83 
consumers (as described in subpart E of this part). 84 

(b) An eligible telecommunications carrier must offer voice telephony 85 
service as set forth in paragraph (a) of this section in order to receive federal 86 
universal service support. 87 

Q. Will revising the definition of the supported services as the FCC has done have any 88 

material change in the service functionalities that companies will provide or the cost 89 

of the supported services developed by the HAI model? 90 

A. The FCC clearly had in mind that this change would not impact any of the functionalities 91 

that had been required previously.  In fact, it stated, “The decision to classify the 92 
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supported services as voice telephony should not result in a lower standard of voice 93 

service:  Many of the enumerated services are universal today, and we require eligible 94 

providers to continue to offer those particular functionalities as part of voice telephony. 2” 95 

In my mind, it will also not have any significant impact on the HAI results for the 96 

supported services.  Most of the specific items dropped from the definition were 97 

functions that provided access to various services, not the services themselves, and 98 

network switches include those functions as part of the basic switching functions 99 

performed by the switch.  Although one-party service is no longer mentioned, networks 100 

have included that functionality for several years now, and they are necessary to fulfill 101 

other FCC mandates such as local number portability. 102 

Q. In your earlier testimony you indicated that you expected that the FCC would adopt 103 

broadband as a supported service.  Did they, in fact, do that? 104 

A. They specifically determined that broadband would not be a supported service in ¶65 of 105 

the Order by stating: 106 

 Accordingly, as explained in greater detail below, we will exercise our 107 
authority under section 254 to require that carriers receiving support – both 108 
CAF support, including Mobility Fund support, and support under our 109 
existing high-cost support mechanisms – offer broadband capabilities to 110 
consumers.  We conclude that this approach is sufficient to ensure access to 111 
voice and broadband services and, therefore, we do not, at this time, add 112 
broadband to the list of supported services, as some have urged. 113 

Q. Do you believe that this Commission should adopt broadband as a supported service 114 

at this time? 115 

A. No.  The FCC did not make that adoption for any companies.  In addition, for rate-of-116 

return companies they did not adopt any CAF funding that would provide support for 117 

                                                           
2 Order at ¶ 78. 
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broadband services or networks.  In view of this, I believe that it would be better for the 118 

this Commission to wait for a time until aspects of the Order have been clarified and the 119 

FNPRM has been issued so that it will be clear what action the FCC is taking in regard to 120 

broadband service.  This will also give an opportunity for other industry members to 121 

review, and perhaps revise, their positions regarding intrastate USF funding for 122 

broadband networks or services. 123 

Mr. Hoagg’s Testimony 124 

Q. At the beginning of his testimony Mr. Hoagg offers several recommendations for the 125 

Commission as conditions related to an ultimate order in this proceeding.  His 126 

second bullet point on Lines 45-49 of his testimony relates to the reduction of 127 

intrastate access rates as a condition for receiving IUSF funding.  What are your 128 

comments in regard to that recommendation? 129 

A. The IITA supports the reduction of intrastate access rates as a condition for receiving 130 

IUSF funding and as a means of largely making explicit the subsidies currently in 131 

intrastate access rates as compared to economic costs.  As a result of the FCC Order and 132 

the FCC’s adoption of a Recovery Mechanism related to terminating switched access and 133 

both originating and terminating direct trunk transport, the IITA will be proposing in this 134 

testimony that only originating intrastate access be reduced to interstate rates in this 135 

proceeding.  Terminating access rates will be subject to reductions pursuant to the FCC 136 

Order and recovery of lost access revenues as a result of the Order will partially be made 137 

through the Recovery Mechanism the FCC has adopted for rate-of-return companies. 138 
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Q. Mr. Hoagg’s bullet point at Lines 50-52 of his testimony recommends terminating 139 

the updated fund at the end of three years “by operation of law”.  Do you agree with 140 

this recommendation? 141 

A. No.  While the IITA initially supported a review of the fund by the Commission after the 142 

FCC had acted on intercarrier compensation or federal universal service (USF) reform or 143 

after three years if no action is taken by the FCC, it definitely opposed and continues to 144 

oppose setting a specific date when the fund simply terminates.  If the fund is to be 145 

modified, or even terminated, that should only be done after an appropriate proceeding 146 

before the Commission to determine that action is the appropriate action to take.  In the 147 

proposal that I will be presenting later, we are proposing that a proceeding be initiated by 148 

either the IITA or a recipient of IUSF no later than two years after the final order in this 149 

proceeding to make further determinations regarding the IUSF. 150 

Q. Mr. Hoagg makes two recommendations on Lines 53-64 of his testimony regarding 151 

action that should be taken if the FCC takes action on ICC and USF reform or 152 

declares broadband a supported service?  What are your reactions to these 153 

recommendations? 154 

A. Time and events have overtaken both of these recommendations, Mr. Hoagg proposed 155 

certain actions within 60 days of the FCC issuing an order, a time frame that has already 156 

passed.  There has been a Technical Workshop that was convened and discussions have 157 

been taking place among the parties.  Given the extent of the actions that the FCC did 158 

take, and the extent of the issues on which they did not make final decisions or 159 

determinations, I will be proposing an alternative in regard to the actions to be taken in 160 

the proceeding now with the adoption of an Interim Fund in this proceeding, but with a 161 
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subsequent proceeding to consider further the long term ramifications of the FCC actions 162 

on the IUSF.   163 

Q. What are your comments regarding Mr. Hoagg’s proposal on Lines 65-76 regarding 164 

action that should be taken if the FCC issues orders related to the issues in this 165 

proceeding during the pendency of the proceeding? 166 

A. With the release of the FCC Order, consideration of its implications, and incompleteness, 167 

and possible further changes through the reconsideration process and court appeals, the 168 

IITA offers the proposal attached as Exhibit 3-2, IITA Proposal for Establishing an 169 

Interim Fund And For Initiating a Long Term Fund, as an alternative to Mr. Hoagg’s 170 

proposal on Lines 65-76.  The IITA believes that this is another, and perhaps better, way 171 

to address the concerns that Mr. Hoagg was trying to address. 172 

Q. Can you briefly comment on each of the elements of the IITA proposal? 173 

A. Yes.  The first paragraph outlines that this proceeding should continue and end with the 174 

adoption of an Interim Fund that would be effective for a relative small number of years.  175 

It proposed that, within 90 days, work would begin on trying to develop an alternative 176 

methodology, and that a proceeding to replace the Interim Fund with a longer-term fund 177 

should be initiated by one or more of the IUSF recipients or associations representing 178 

them by no later than two years from the issuance of an Order in this docket. 179 

 Second, the second paragraph proposes the continued use in this proceeding of the 180 

combined HAI eligibility and Schedule 1.01 procedure that was used in the previous 181 

IUSF proceeding.  It also proposes that the Schedule 1.01s reflect the reduction in 182 

originating intrastate access rates to interstate levels upon adoption of the Interim Fund. 183 
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 Third, the third paragraph proposes conditions that the IITA should pursue in proposing 184 

the “Longer-term” IUSF such as consistency with the Illinois statutes and with attempting 185 

to find a different method for developing the funding need. 186 

 Fourth, the final paragraph states that the Interim Fund should remain in place until a 187 

replacement longer-term fund has been adopted by the Commission. 188 

Q. On Pages 6 through 11 of his direct testimony Mr. Hoagg addresses his 189 

interpretation of the statutes governing the IUSF as it relates to access service.  Do 190 

you take exception to Mr. Hoagg’s discussion and interpretation of those 191 

provisions? 192 

A. I do in many respects, particularly his discussion of the need to establish an affordable 193 

rate for intrastate access service.  While like Mr. Hoagg, I am not an attorney, I have 194 

studied the Illinois PUA provisions related to the IUSF and arrive at different 195 

conclusions.  Mr. Hoagg makes the following reference to a portion of PUA Section 13-196 

301(1)(d) on lines 139-149 of his testimony: 197 

 Investigate the necessity of and, if appropriate, establish a universal service 198 
support fund from which local exchange telecommunications carriers who 199 
pursuant to the Twenty-Seventh Interim Order of the Commission in Docket 200 
No. 83-0142 or the orders of the Commission in Docket No. 97-0621 and 201 
Docket No. 98-0679 received funding and whose economic costs of 202 
providing services for which universal service support may be made 203 
available exceed the affordable rate established by the Commission for such 204 
services may be eligible to receive support [emphasis added] 205 

 Mr. Hoagg then opines that “…if access services are to receive IUSF support, the 206 

economic (i.e. forward looking) costs of these services must exceed their Commission 207 

established affordable rate.”  (Hoagg direct, Lines 151-153). 208 
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 I find that continuing that quote to the end of the phrase and combining it with other 209 

sections of the PUA lead me to a different conclusion.  First, continuing the section 210 

quoted by Mr. Hoagg to the end of the phrase provides the following: 211 

 services may be eligible to receive support, less any federal universal 212 
service support received for the same or similar costs of providing the 213 
supported services; [emphasis added] 214 

 In regard to the supported services, PUA Section 13-301(1)(d)(2)(a) requires the 215 

Commission to: 216 

 Define the group of services to be declared “supported telecommunications 217 
services” that constitute “universal service”.  This group of services shall, at 218 
a minimum, include those services as defined by the Federal 219 
Communications Commission and as from time to time amended. 220 

 The applicability of the affordable rate is further described in PUA Section 13-221 

301(1)(d)(2)(c) be requiring the Commission to: 222 

 Establish an affordable price for the supported telecommunications services 223 
for the respective incumbent local exchange carrier. 224 

 As I view these sections it appears clear to me that the “affordable price” or “affordable 225 

rate” is to be established for “the supported telecommunications services” only, that the 226 

“supported telecommunications services” are those that are defined by the Commission 227 

including those services defined as such by the FCC, and that the comparison of 228 

economic cost to affordable rate and the federal universal service associated with those 229 

services apply specifically to the “supported telecommunications services”. 230 

Q. Has the Commission defined exchange access service as a “supported 231 

telecommunications service”? 232 

A. It has not.  In responding to this question I am specifically referring not to local service, 233 

but to “exchange access service” as the service which ILECs provide to interexchange 234 
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carriers through their access tariffs to provide them access to their transport, switching, 235 

and distribution facilities to originate and terminate toll calls. 236 

Q. Is the IITA, or anyone else, recommending that exchange access service should be a 237 

“supported telecommunications service?” 238 

A. No.  In my mind then, the whole discussion about the need to determine an affordable 239 

rate for exchange access service discussed by Mr. Hoagg is not relevant. 240 

Q. If the IITA is not recommending that exchange access service be designated a 241 

“supported telecommunications service”, what is the basis for the IITA and AT&T 242 

recommending that the IUSF be used to replace reduced originating access revenues 243 

with IUSF funds? 244 

A. We find the basis for that replacement in PUA Section 13-301(1)(d)(2)(b).  This section 245 

requires the Commission to: 246 

 Identify all implicit subsidies contained in rates or charges of incumbent 247 
local exchange carriers, including all subsidies in interexchange access 248 
charges, and determine how such subsidies can be made explicit by the 249 
creation of the fund. [emphasis added] 250 

 The statute does not require that the subsidies be eliminated by reductions in those rates, 251 

but that they should “…be made explicit by the creation of the fund.”  I believe that it is 252 

an appropriate interpretation of this section that the fund can be the vehicle for continuing 253 

these subsidies, but making them explicit through the use of the IUSF fund.  Such 254 

subsidy replacement could be, in my mind, over and above other support provided by the 255 

IUSF.  As this case has developed, though, that determination will not be necessary. 256 
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Q. Is there evidence that this was a conscious legislative choice and that the legislature 257 

intended that these subsidies be made explicit? 258 

A. I believe that there is.  At the same time that PUA Section 13-301(1)(d) was adopted, 259 

there was a companion Section 13-301(1)(e) adopted pertaining to a potential broader 260 

IUSF that would be available to telecommunications carriers that were not eligible for the 261 

Section 13-301(1)(d) fund.  Included in the provisions of PUA Section 13-301(1)(e) in 262 

subsection (6) was the following requirement: 263 

 no fund shall be created pursuant to this item until existing implicit 264 
subsidies, including, but not limited to those subsidies contained in 265 
interexchange access have been identified and eliminated through revisions 266 
to rates or charges. 267 

 Thus in the Section (e) fund the legislature required the elimination of subsidies through 268 

rate reductions, as Dr. Zolnierek proposes be done in this case.  However, the legislature 269 

indicated that very different action, making the subsidies “…explicit by creation of the 270 

fund”, for the Subsection (d) fund. 271 

Q. In the Stipulation the IITA and AT&T identified the access replacement portion of 272 

the IUSF fund as a separate subelement of the IUSF fund.  Dr. Zolnierek has 273 

proposed that the access reductions that the companies would implement would be 274 

incorporated into the Schedule 1.01 analysis rather than in a separate subsection of 275 

the fund.  What are your comments regarding his proposal? 276 

A. While we differ from Dr. Zolnierek regarding the rationale for dealing with access 277 

reductions, the IITA does not object to using that process from an administrative point of 278 

view.  We believe that using that administrative process will make comparisons between 279 

the Staff exhibits and IITA exhibits easier in subsequent rounds of testimony.  As a 280 
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result, each of the individual IITA members will file revised Schedule 1.01 analysis that 281 

incorporates recalculated access reduction amounts that I will describe hereafter into the 282 

analysis. 283 

Q. Does the IITA proposal at least partially address the concerns that Mr. Hoagg 284 

addressed in his testimony on Lines 306 through 367? 285 

A. It does.  While the Interim Fund would be based on the continued use of the combination 286 

of the HAI results and rate-of-return costs, there would be a further review of the method 287 

as part of the development of the replacement longer-term fund. 288 

Q. At Lines 649 through 684 of his testimony Mr. Hoagg discusses the recent public 289 

announcements of funds that Wabash and Shawnee Telephone companies will 290 

receive to assist in the future construction of facilities to serve their customers and 291 

recommends that their requested IUSF funding be eliminated from consideration 292 

until they further explain the circumstances regarding these funds.  What is your 293 

reaction to Mr. Hoagg’s proposal? 294 

A. While it is not unreasonable for the Staff to ask for more information about these projects 295 

because of their visibility, and to satisfy the Commission that these items have been 296 

investigated, I believe it is totally inappropriate to eliminate these companies from 297 

consideration for any IUSF funding under the same conditions that other companies are 298 

being considered for receipt of such funds.  The Schedule 1.01 showings that have been 299 

made by these companies, as well as the other IITA members who are participating in the 300 

case, are based primarily on 2009 data.  None of the projects that will result from the two 301 

companies receiving loan or grant funds are reflected in any way in the 2009 data that has 302 

been provided.  Second, it is a common occurrence for companies to continue to make 303 
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investment in plant and to borrow money in order to do so.  Some borrow from local 304 

banks, some from national banks that specialize in lending to telecommunications 305 

providers, and some borrow from the Rural Utilities Services.  The loan funds that these 306 

two companies have obtained are generally similar to these other sources of loan funds, 307 

except that these particular projects have been given a high public and political fanfare, 308 

primarily for political purposes.  The funds will be used to provide new, more capable 309 

communications infrastructure to provide voice and data services in the areas they serve.  310 

Once these facilities are built, the companies will need to generate sufficient revenue 311 

from the services provided in order to repay the loans and the interest expense on the 312 

loans, just as borrowers from local banks or Rural Utilities Services have to do.  My 313 

understanding is that each of these companies will provide more specific information 314 

regarding the loan and/or grant funding that they will receive and the investments that 315 

will be made as a result of this funding. 316 

DR. ZOLNIEREK’S TESTIMONY 317 

Q. On Lines 256 through 264 of his testimony Dr. Zolnierek refers to six IITA member 318 

companies that withdrew from this proceeding and two companies who he was 319 

informed were no longer going to participate, but had not withdrawn.  Can you 320 

comment on this situation and the status of the eight companies? 321 

A. Yes, all eight companies are no longer participating in this case and the Exhibits that I 322 

filed with my August rebuttal testimony eliminated them from consideration.  The six 323 

companies mentioned on Lines 257 through 260 of Dr. Zolnierek’s testimony had 324 

formally intervened in the case and thus filed (and were granted) formal motions to 325 

withdraw from the case.  The IITA had presented information regarding the two other 326 
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companies, Clarksville Mutual Telephone Company and Grandview Mutual Telephone 327 

Company, but those companies had not formally intervened as parties in the case.  They 328 

informed the IITA, who in turn informed other parties, that they had withdrawn 329 

authorization for the IITA to present information on their behalf.  However, since they 330 

had not formally intervened in the case, there was no need for them to file a formal 331 

motion to withdraw. 332 

Q. Have there been other IITA member companies that have withdrawn from this 333 

proceeding? 334 

A. Yes.  Marseilles Telephone Company filed a motion to withdraw which was approved by 335 

the Administrative Law Judge on January 30, 2012.  In addition the three Fairpoint 336 

companies (C-R Telephone Company, El Paso Telephone Company and Odin Telephone 337 

Exchange, Inc.) recently filed motions to withdraw from the proceeding. 338 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek spends several pages in his testimony addressing the HAI results and 339 

providing a series of calculations regarding various scenarios regarding those 340 

results.  Can you comment generally about that section of his testimony? 341 

A. Yes.  With the withdrawal of a number of the IITA member companies from the 342 

proceeding since the initial HAI results were filed, that analysis is based on data that is no 343 

longer current.  During the process of reviewing the FCC order and looking at its 344 

implications for this proceeding we had discussions with some of the parties regarding 345 

whether alterations should be made to the HAI analysis to include the cost of networks 346 

capable of providing broadband service.  While ultimately the decision was made not to 347 

make that change, during those discussions it was recognized that the initial presentation 348 
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we had made of the HAI results in IITA Exhibit 1.07, by its structure, had understated the 349 

HAI costs of the companies. 350 

Q. What do you mean when you say that the costs were understated because of the 351 

“structure” of IITA Exhibit 1.07. 352 

A. As presented, IITA Exhibit 1.07 took the cost results from running the HAI model and 353 

directly subtracted the affordable rate to get what was described as the “Economic Cost 354 

over Affordable Rate-Monthly”.  However, in our review we recognized that the HAI 355 

cost per line developed by the HAI model was specifically related to the number of 356 

access lines in the model and from discussions with model experts that that cost was very 357 

sensitive to the number of access lines.  For example, as the access lines go down, the 358 

overall density of the company’s serving area decreases and causes the access cost per 359 

line to go up.  We also reviewed the data and found that the access lines for the IITA 360 

companies that were being used in the model were substantially greater than the actual 361 

2009 access lines.  By multiplying the HAI cost only by the 2009 access lines the total 362 

economic cost developed by the model would be understated. 363 

 IITA Exhibit 1.07 (Revised 2012-3-23) which I am presenting with this testimony has 364 

been restructured to eliminate this understatement of the HAI cost, by multiplying the 365 

HAI cost per line by the actual lines used in the HAI model for the company.  The 366 

affordable rate is multiplied by the actual 2009 access lines to provide the total affordable 367 

rate revenue to subtract from the HAI economic cost, and then further reductions are 368 

made to reflect the federal universal service support received by each company.  The 369 

Exhibit has also been updated to remove companies that are no longer participating in the 370 
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proceeding.  Using the company results as a whole as a proxy for each individual 371 

company, the resulting eligibility for IUSF support is $24,145,624. 372 

Q. How does this process fit with the ongoing responsibility that the IITA companies 373 

have as carriers-of-last-resort (COLR) in Illinois? 374 

A. Use of the model results in this manner fits well with the COLR responsibilities the 375 

companies face.  It recognizes that even though the actual access lines have gone down, 376 

the companies are still responsible for providing the necessary network to serve those 377 

customer locations.  The company needs to maintain network facilities in place so that it 378 

can meet the COLR responsibility whenever a customer requests service at a location.  379 

Including the cost of such required network facilities helps recognize the overall cost that 380 

the companies must undertake to meet this responsibility. 381 

Q. How does this amount compare with the total amount of IUSF funding that the 382 

IITA companies are currently requesting? 383 

A. Using the group costs in total as a proxy for all of the companies’ costs, the forward-384 

looking cost less the affordable rate and the federal support monies is substantially 385 

greater than the approximately $19 million requested by the IITA member companies as 386 

shown in IITA Exhibit 3.1. 387 

Q. Why didn’t you revise the access line demand units in the model rather than 388 

continuing to run it with access lines that are much higher than current levels? 389 

A. One of the reasons is that this would eliminate the effect that the model has on calculating 390 

costs for network elements that are needed to fulfill the COLR responsibility.  A second 391 

reason is that the HAI model was not built to readily accept changes of the access line 392 
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counts for a company.  The access lines for a company are built into two tables in an 393 

access data base that contain hundreds of thousands of clusters that would be served by a 394 

digital loop carrier site for a company.  Both tables are national tables which are sorted 395 

initially by census block groups, so the clusters for a single company do not appear all 396 

together in the tables.  Modifying the access lines by type in both of these tables is a 397 

significant undertaking, particularly for all of the IITA companies.  The HAI model also 398 

develops the clusters in a pre-processing environment.  Changes in the number of lines in 399 

an area could change the number of clusters that would be needed, but the preprocessing 400 

programs which produce the clusters are not available publicly so this can be done.  In 401 

summary, for the IITA companies in total, this appeared to be a time consuming task to 402 

undertake and thus the restructuring was proposed as an alternate way to compare the 403 

costs from the HAI model in total to the actual revenues in total for the companies.   404 

Q. On pages 18 and 19 of his direct testimony, Dr. Zolnierek expresses concern with the 405 

IITA proposal in the stipulation being based on 2008 minutes instead of 2009 406 

minutes.  What is your response to this concern? 407 

A. As I indicated in my direct testimony, the stipulation was the result of negotiations with 408 

AT&T that took place over a several month period and involved a variety of 409 

compromises by both sides in arriving at the stipulated agreement.  The use of 2008 410 

minutes or other billing units was one of the issues discussed and it was recognized that it 411 

would give the companies a measure of protection from potential financial losses during 412 

the pendency of the proceeding.  It was a factor that was a key element in the IITA 413 

companies being willing to agree to the 9.34% rate of return upon which the stipulation 414 

results were based. 415 
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 Having said that, the IITA recognizes that the 2008 billing units are older than the rest of 416 

the data that is being used in the proceeding, and in this round of testimony will update its 417 

access reduction results to reflect 2009 billing units (rather than 2008 billing units) as 418 

well as 2009 rates.   419 

Q. Did decisions made by the FCC in the Order also have an impact on the access 420 

reductions that are now being proposed by the IITA? 421 

A. Yes.  The Order requires that companies file rate reductions in their terminating intrastate 422 

switched access rates and intrastate direct trunk transport rates with the state commission 423 

to be effective on July 1, 2012 that reduce the revenue differential between intrastate and 424 

interstate access rates for those elements by 50%.  Those rates will be required to be the 425 

same as the interstate rates effective July 1, 2013.  The Order also adopted a Recovery 426 

Mechanism that will initially recover 95% of the resulting intrastate access reductions.  427 

Over time, the recovery percentage will decrease by 5% per year for a number of years.  428 

The FNPRM has requested further comments on the long-term continuation of this fund.  429 

Because these changes will cause intrastate terminating switched access rates to be 430 

reduced to interstate rates by July 1, 2013, the IITA is modifying its requested access 431 

recovery amount to only that caused by reducing originating intrastate rates to interstate 432 

rates at the implementation of the Interim Fund. 433 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek presents various sets of number analysis in his testimony on pages 18 434 

and 19.  What are your comments regarding this analysis? 435 

A. By updating the access reduction impacts based on 2009 billing units rather than 2008 436 

billing units and by limiting the reductions to only originating access minutes and rates, I 437 
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believe that Dr. Zolnierek’s concerns will largely be alleviated.  Any numerical results in 438 

that discussion will obviously change significantly as well.   439 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek also uses the “state access revenues” that he extracted from Page 3, 440 

Line 3, of the individual Schedule 1.01s filed by the companies as a reflection of the 441 

2009 state access revenues.  Are there good reasons why these results don’t always 442 

tie directly to the billed state access revenues of the companies? 443 

A. There are.  One of the potential differences is that other revenues beside state access 444 

revenues are recorded in that account.  A prime example of this is reciprocal 445 

compensation revenue for terminating wireless traffic that many of the companies bill.  446 

The chart of accounts does not have a specific account for this revenue and since it 447 

resembles access revenue in some respects, companies may record such revenue in the 448 

state access revenue account.  For the participants in the ISCECA average schedule pool, 449 

pool settlements would be recorded in this account and they could either add to or reduce 450 

the recorded revenues for the company in comparison to the revenues that are billed.  451 

Thirdly, companies have on occasion, billing adjustments from prior periods or other 452 

one-time adjustments that could appropriately be recorded in this account, also causing it 453 

to differ from the amounts billed for that year.  Fourth, some companies had changes in 454 

their intrastate access rates during 2009, so their general ledger would not reflect the full 455 

annual impact of the rates that were in effect at the end of 2009.  456 

Q. Do you have further comments on his analysis? 457 

A. In view of the changes that are being made in this filing to only reduce originating access 458 

rates to interstate levels, it will not be possible to make this type of comparison or 459 

adjustment and the comparison that Dr. Zolnierek made is now not applicable. 460 
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Q. Dr. Zolnierek recommends on Lines 407-413 that an adjustment be made in the 461 

Schedule 1.01s of each company to account for intrastate access reductions that 462 

would result from reducing intrastate rates to interstate levels rather than having a 463 

separate access support element of the IUSF as the Stipulation recommended.  How 464 

do you respond to this recommendation? 465 

A. As I indicated earlier in my response to Mr. Hoagg’s testimony, the IITA does not oppose 466 

using this administrative process to accomplish the reduction in access rates to interstate 467 

levels that was proposed in the Stipulation, although the IITA disagrees with the rationale 468 

that the Staff uses for this procedure.  In order to bring the IITA and Staff positions closer 469 

together and to make comparisons between the two easier, the IITA and the individual 470 

companies are following this administrative procedure in this round of testimony. 471 

Q. Are you providing an exhibit that summarizes the calculated billing changes that 472 

you previously described? 473 

A. Yes.  IITA Exhibit 3.3 to my testimony is a summary of the results for each company of 474 

the billed originating intrastate access based on 2009 billing units and the intrastate rates 475 

at the end of the year compared to the billing that would have occurred if those 2009 476 

originating billing units had been applied to mirrored interstate rates.  Each company has 477 

entered the revenue reduction that would have occurred had the interstate rates been 478 

mirrored for intrastate purposes into the revised Schedule 1.01s that they are filing. 479 

Q. Are you providing Exhibits that shows the detailed billing units that were used in 480 

making these calculations for each company? 481 

A. Yes.  Each company provided me with 2009 originating billing units for switched access 482 

and 2009 year end access rates, both intrastate and interstate for each rate element.  I then 483 
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input this information into a model I used for making the calculations and provided back 484 

to the company a listing of that information for verification.  IITA Exhibit 3.4 485 

(Proprietary) is a group exhibit compromising affidavits from a representative of each 486 

company attesting to the correctness of the attached billing units and rates used in the 487 

access calculations.  (I am also providing a public version of this group exhibit referred to 488 

as IITA Exhibit 3.4 (Public).)  489 

Q. Are you also providing exhibits showing the comparison of revenues by rate element 490 

under intrastate rates and interstate rates using 2009 originating billing units and 491 

the resulting change in access revenue the company would experience if rates were 492 

reduced from their 2009 intrastate levels to the 2009 interstate levels? 493 

A. Yes IITA Exhibit 3.5 (Proprietary) is a group exhibit comprising a series of spreadsheets 494 

that contain the individual company output reports detailing the revenues by rate element 495 

under the intrastate and interstate rates and summarizing the changes in revenue that 496 

would occur.  (I am also providing a public version of this group exhibit referred to as 497 

IITA Exhibit 3.5 (Public).) The reports also show the composite average originating 498 

current access rate and what that composite rate would change to under the interstate 499 

rates. 500 

Q. Are the adjustments that you have summarized in IITA Exhibit 3.3 and that the 501 

companies have incorporated into revised Schedule 1.01s which they are filing 502 

separately similar in concept to the adjustment proposed in ICC Staff Exhibit 3.07? 503 

A. In my mind they are the same conceptually.  The numbers are different because the 504 

projected revenues at mirrored interstate rates are based on 2009 originating billing units 505 

rather than 2008 billing units as they were in ICC Staff Exhibit 3.07 and the intrastate 506 
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access revenue numbers are different because they are based on actual 2009 originating 507 

billing units and 2009 rates rather than general ledger amounts used in ICC Staff Exhibit 508 

3.07 which, as I described earlier, may have contained revenues other than billed 509 

switched access revenues and would have contained billed terminating access as well. 510 

Q. Do you agree with the statements made by Dr. Zolnierek on Page 25 of his testimony 511 

that the revenues reported by the IITA member companies in their Schedule 1.01 512 

filings include interstate revenues? 513 

A. Yes, they do.  I would note that in addition to the revenues detailed in Dr. Zolnierek’s 514 

response on Lines 494 through 500 that the Schedule 1.01 revenues also include federal 515 

High Cost Loop (HCL) support and interstate special access revenues. 516 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek describes on Pages 25-28 of his testimony and in ICC Staff Exhibits 517 

3.03 and 3.04 adjustments to company revenues that he describes as “unreported 518 

revenue”.  Does the IITA agree that these adjustments are appropriate? 519 

A. It does not.  In reviewing closely the derivation of these adjustments it appears that they 520 

result from a combination of circumstances including misunderstandings by the 521 

companies in responding to the separate data requests GCH 1.06 and JZ 2.04 at separate 522 

times, and the complexity of the cash flow and settlement processes related to LSS and 523 

ICLS that make it difficult for the companies to track the timing of receipt of LSS and 524 

ICLS funds that are disbursed by USAC to NECA and that are combined in the NECA 525 

settlement process for distribution to the individual companies by NECA. 526 
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Q. Can you describe this complex process of settlements and cash flow in greater 527 

detail? 528 

A. Yes.  In starting my explanation, let me say that there are several different iterations of 529 

the process depending on the specific circumstances of the company.  While the process 530 

is relatively similar for companies who conduct interstate settlements with NECA on an 531 

average schedule basis with those who conduct those settlements on a cost study basis, 532 

there are some differences in the process.  In addition, cost settlement companies that do 533 

not participate in the NECA traffic sensitive pool, have some differences in their 534 

processes than do those that participate in that pool since they receive LSS payments 535 

directly from USAC rather than through the NECA settlement process.  To simplify the 536 

discussion, I will focus on reviewing the process as it pertains to cost settlement 537 

companies that participate in the NECA traffic sensitive pools. 538 

Q. Have you prepared an Exhibit to illustrate this process? 539 

A. Yes, IITA Exhibit 3.6 is the exhibit I prepared to follow the steps that are undertaken by 540 

the company, NECA, and USAC that indirectly and directly affect the revenues booked 541 

by the company in 2009 under normal processes and the revenues that USAC reports as 542 

disbursed in that year. 543 

Q. I notice that near the top of the Exhibit is a reference to “Related to 2007”.  Why 544 

would revenues related to 2007 impact booked and/or disbursed revenues in 2009? 545 

A. The mechanisms prescribed in FCC rules for both LSS and ICLS include true-up 546 

mechanisms that adjust the revenues a company finally receives after the end of the year 547 

and after cost studies have been completed.  These true up amounts, as shown in the 548 
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Exhibit, are disbursed by USAC to NECA in the second year following the actual data 549 

year, i.e. 2007 true-ups are disbursed to NECA in 2009. 550 

 Let me highlight some of the key dates and events in the process.  For the 2007 data year, 551 

activity begins in early 2006 when companies provide to NECA estimated data on their 552 

2007 investments and expenses based on the latest available data (Step 1).  NECA 553 

provides individual company estimates to USAC to determine ICLS disbursements for 554 

July, 2006 through June, 2007 by March (Step 2), and to determine LSS disbursements 555 

for calendar year 2007 in September (Step 3).  NECA provides estimates for ICLS 556 

disbursements for July, 2007 through June, 2008 in March, 2007 (Step 8).  557 

Disbursements for LSS and ICLS for 2007 start in January, 2007 (Step 5) with the ICLS 558 

amounts being updated in July, 2007 (Step 8). 559 

 In 2008, actual cost and investment data along with other required information is 560 

collected, summarized, and combined into the Part 36 (Jurisdictional) and Part 69 561 

(Access Element) cost studies which are submitted to NECA by the end of July (Step 9).  562 

Based on this data NECA updates settlements with the company within 30 to 60 days 563 

(Step 10).  These settlement amounts include amounts that will finally be recovered by 564 

NECA from USAC in the true-up process I mentioned earlier.  In December, 2008 NECA 565 

reports final true-up amounts for LSS and ICLS for 2007 to USAC (Step 12) and USAC 566 

in turn disburses to NECA the LSS true-up amounts in April, 2009 (Step 13) and the 567 

ICLS true-up amounts in the July through December, 2009 time period (Step 13). 568 
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Q. The second part of IITA Exhibit 3.6 shows the items related to 2009.  Is the process 569 

for 2009 similar to that which you described for 2007? 570 

A. Yes, only it starts two years later and the revenues disbursed by USAC to NECA and 571 

recorded in the company books are for 2009, based on the estimated LSS and ICLS for 572 

2009. 573 

Q. Are both the estimated settlements for 2009 and the true-up adjustments for 2007 574 

visible to the companies in the settlement statements that NECA provides on a 575 

monthly basis? 576 

A. No, they are not.  The estimated settlements for 2009 are reported on the monthly 577 

statements from NECA in 2009, but the true-up adjustments for 2007 were made as prior 578 

period adjustments in the NECA settlement process in 2008 as part of the companies’ 579 

overall cost study true-ups during 2008.  Reimbursements received from USAC in 2009 580 

for the individual companies are combined by NECA with its other revenue sources in 581 

the pool settlement process as well.  I am attaching as Exhibit 3.7 a sample copy of the 582 

NECA settlement statement, EC 3050 which the cost companies receive monthly.  The 583 

estimated ICLS settlement for 2009 would be reported on Line 11 in the Support Data 584 

settlement area and the estimated LSS settlement for 2009 would be reported on Line 10 585 

in the same settlement area. 586 

Q. How does this impact how the companies record the ICLS and LSS revenues in 587 

their general ledgers? 588 

A. There is no specific requirement in the FCC Part 32 rules on accounting that require that 589 

ICLS and LSS be segregated in separate accounts or subaccounts.  Depending on the size 590 

and sophistication of the accounting staff in the companies, some may do so based on the 591 
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NECA settlement statements, but others simply record the net NECA settlements and 592 

make no specific designation of ICLS and LSS revenues in their general ledger accounts. 593 

Q. How may this have impacted how the companies responded to the data requests that 594 

they received first from GCH regarding the USF and subsequently and separately 595 

from Dr. Zolnierek regarding the “non-USF”? 596 

A. If the companies did not have a ready source in their general ledger to extract the data 597 

requested by GCH in data request GCH 2.06, they would have looked for a source to 598 

gather that information.  One source may have been the NECA settlement statements.  599 

Another may have been the reports that USAC files quarterly before the beginning of the 600 

quarter estimating the USF payments that will be made to the company.   601 

Q. Do you believe that in responding to these two data requests that the companies 602 

recognized that they would be added together to compare to the interstate general 603 

ledger amount? 604 

A. I do not believe that they did and approached getting the answers from two different 605 

directions that, in several cases, resulted in the pieces not matching to the whole.  I have 606 

discussed with the other witnesses, and it is my understanding that they are reviewing and 607 

revising the answers to these two data requests so that they will tie together to the 608 

revenues reported on Page 3 of the Schedule 1.01s. 609 
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Q. Turning now to Adjustment 3.04 proposed by Dr. Zolnierek, what is the difficulty 610 

caused by comparing the USF amounts reported in GCH 2.06 with the 611 

disbursements reported by USAC for 2009 as displayed in the FCC Monitoring 612 

Report? 613 

A. There are a couple of difficulties.  First, for the companies that participate in the NECA 614 

pools, while they receive notification through the NECA settlement process of the 615 

estimated LSS and ICLS reimbursements for the current year, they do not receive 616 

notification and identification of the USAC disbursements to NECA for their companies 617 

for the true-up amounts.  Secondly, the true-up amounts are actually disbursed to the 618 

companies in the year after the data year through the pooling and prior-period adjustment 619 

process, rather than in the second year after when NECA receives the disbursements from 620 

USAC.  Thus, there is a difference between when the company receives the “USF 621 

money” and when USAC reports the disbursement. 622 

Q. Dr. Zolnierek, in preparing Adjustment 3.04, used as a source document the 2010 623 

FCC Monitoring Report to identify ICLS, LSS, and Safety Net disbursements for 624 

2009.  Does this report, itself, recognize that there are different ways to report and 625 

recognize the amount of USF applicable to a particular year? 626 

A. Yes, it does.  IITA Exhibit 3.8 is an extract of Table 3.27 which reports ICLS payments 627 

for the year on a “trued-up” basis as described by its title.  The Exhibit contains the first 628 

and last pages of the report, and the two pages where Illinois companies are listed.  At the 629 

end of the last page there are footnotes that note that the years 2006-2008 are “trued-up” 630 

payments for the year.  The data for 2009, however, is described as “…actual 631 

disbursements made in that year and may include out-of year adjustments to payments 632 
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made for previous years.”  The data for 2010 shown on this report is estimated data based 633 

on the 4th Quarter USAC estimates.  Similarly,  Exhibit 3.9 contains an extract of Table 634 

3.29 which reports similar amounts for LSS, actual trued-up amounts for 2006-2008 and 635 

actual disbursements for 2009 which may contain out of period data.  All of these tables 636 

portray data as compiled by USAC and do not take into consideration how these 637 

payments flow through the NECA settlement process for most of the companies which 638 

adds additional complications that I have described above.   639 

Q. Should the Commission reject the imposition of Dr. Zolnierek’s adjustment 2.04 in 640 

its entirety? 641 

A. Yes, it should.   642 

Q. On page 30 of his testimony Dr. Zolnierek proposes an adjustment to Montrose 643 

Mutual revenues related to their local rate being below the affordable rate of $20.39 644 

and comments that he does not know why the company didn’t make such an 645 

adjustment.  Do you have a comment on this section of his testimony? 646 

A. Yes.  I believe Dr. Zolnierek must have overlooked the adjustment that Montrose Mutual 647 

made on Page 4 of the Schedule 1.01 filed by Montrose titled “Affordable Rate 648 

Adjustment”.  The amount of the adjustment is close to, but not identical to the 649 

adjustment proposed by Dr. Zolnierek.  Mr. Korte, witness for Montrose, will address in 650 

his testimony how the company proposes to reconcile this difference, but Dr. Zolnierek’s 651 

adjustment basically duplicates an adjustment already made by Montrose. 652 
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Ms. Mary Everson’s Testimony 653 

Q. Ms. Everson in ICC Staff Schedule 2.03 applies revenue adjustments proposed by 654 

Dr. Zolnierek for application to each company.  Do you agree with these 655 

adjustments? 656 

A. No.  As I have described previously in my testimony responding to Dr. Zolnierek, some 657 

of Dr. Zolnierek’s adjustments are not appropriate, and for others I have provided 658 

updated analysis based on 2009 billing units regarding the difference that would result 659 

from mirroring access rates.  Furthermore, the impacts of mirroring access rates have 660 

been incorporated into each of the individual companies’ Schedule 1.01 that are being 661 

filed at the same time this testimony is being filed. 662 

Q. Do you agree with the adjustment Ms. Everson presents in ICC Staff Schedule 2.04 663 

regarding the state income tax rate having increased from 7.3% to 9.5%? 664 

A. Yes, we agree that the state income tax rate has been increased and that it should be 665 

reflected in the Schedule 1.01 analysis.  The individual IITA member companies are 666 

including this change in the revised Schedule 1.01s that they are filing with their 667 

testimony that is being filed concurrently with my testimony. 668 

Q. ICC Staff Schedule 2.05 outlines adjustments proposed by Ms. Everson regarding 669 

certain company specific plant items.  Do you have comments regarding this 670 

Schedule? 671 

A. The adjustments that she proposes in this schedule apply to three specific company 672 

situations.  The individual company witnesses will be addressing the individual situations 673 

separately based on the individual company circumstances.  However, Ms. Everson’s 674 

comments regarding joint use plant on Lines 86-96 of her testimony relates to an issue 675 
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that could have an impact on virtually all of the IITA members and therefore warrants a 676 

response from me as the IITA witness. 677 

Q. Can you expand on your concerns regarding her comments and the conclusions that 678 

she reaches? 679 

A. Yes.  Her answer demonstrates a misunderstanding of how the underlying facilities are 680 

used to provide voice and broadband transmission.  She states that she cannot recommend 681 

including funding for the Adams project “…until Adams can demonstrate that the portion 682 

of the facilities that would be used for unsupported services has been removed…”  683 

However, since the voice services and the broadband services use the same identical 684 

copper cables or glass fibers, if one was to try to remove the facilities that transport 685 

unsupported services, one would necessarily have to remove the facilities that transport 686 

voice services as well.  The same physical facilities are used, although there is electronic 687 

separation, in the case of copper, and potentially light separation, in the case of fiber for 688 

the separate transmission of the services. 689 

 The FCC has recognized this for a number of years and recently in the Order explained 690 

its rationale for doing so.  “For instance, under our longstanding “no barriers” policy, we 691 

allow carriers receiving high-cost support “to invest in infrastructure capable of providing 692 

access to advanced services” as well as supported voice services.3  That policy, we 693 

                                                           
3 See Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service, Multi-Association Group (MAG) Plan for Regulation of 
Interstate Services of Non-Price Cap Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers and Interexchange Carriers, CC Docket 
No. 96-45, CC Docket No. 00-256, Fourteenth Report and Order, Twenty-Second Order on Reconsideration, and 
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in CC Docket No. 96-45, and Report and Order in CC Docket No. 00-256, 
16 FCC Rcd 11244, 11322, para. 200 (2001) (Rural Task Force Order) (“[U]se of support to invest in infrastructure 
capable of providing access to advanced services does not violate section 254(e), which mandates that support be 
used “only for the provision, maintenance, and upgrading of facilities and services for which the support is 
intended.”  The public switched telephone network is not a single-use network. Modern network infrastructure can 
provide access not only to voice services, but also to data, graphics, video, and other services.”) (footnote reference 
omitted) 
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explained, furthers the policy Congress set forth in section 254(b) of “ensuring access to 694 

advanced telecommunications and information services throughout the nation.”4  The 695 

same rationale makes sense for the IUSF since the joint use facilities she discusses are, in 696 

fact, necessary to provide the supported voice service. 697 

Q. In its recent Order did the FCC further clarify the appropriateness of using federal 698 

USF for networks with capabilities beyond voice services? 699 

A. Yes. §54.7 of the CFR was modified to incorporate a second paragraph describing the 700 

appropriate use of federal USF.  The full section now reads: 701 

 § 54.7  Intended use of federal universal service support.  702 

(a) A carrier that receives federal universal service support shall use that 703 
support only for the provision, maintenance, and upgrading of facilities and 704 
services for which the support is intended. 705 

(b) The use of federal universal service support that is authorized by paragraph 706 
(a) shall include investments in plant that can, either as built or with the 707 
addition of plant elements, when available, provide access to advanced 708 
telecommunications and information services. 709 

 This revision makes clear that for FCC purposes the facilities and services which are used 710 

for voice services shall also include investments that can provide access to advanced 711 

telecommunications and information services and that such investments are included in 712 

the intended use of federal universal service support. 713 

                                                           
4 2003 Definition of Universal Service Order, 18 FCC Rcd at 15095-96, para. 13.  Also, see the Order, para 54. 
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Q.        Is there another factor that you believe Ms. Everson should consider before 714 

removing the projected Adam’s investment because it cannot be broken down 715 

between the supported voice service and other non-supported, but still regulated 716 

services? 717 

A.         Yes.  While the same facilities are being used to provide voice and other services and 718 

thus are not severable, there is also revenue being generated by the other services that is 719 

being reflected in the Schedule 1.01.  Not only does Adam’s have an adjustment for 720 

investments, they also have a substantial revenue adjustment reflecting the interstate 721 

revenues that will be generated as a result of these investments and their use both for 722 

interstate voice services and interstate broadband transmission service such as DSL 723 

service.  As Adams moves to cost based settlements, those interstate revenues will be 724 

based on an 11.25% rate of return on the investments assigned to the interstate 725 

jurisdiction which will help lessen the need for IUSF support particularly at the 9.34% 726 

return proposed in this case.  The interstate broadband transmission services are Title II 727 

common carrier services that are offered pursuant to federal tariffs which require that 728 

they be offered to competitive providers of internet service in Adams operating area at 729 

the same rates that Adams offers those services to its internet affiliate and the revenue 730 

from those services are included in the revenues shown on the Schedule 1.01.  Looking at 731 

this issue from a different point of view, if Ms. Everson continues to pursue the removal 732 

of these investments because they provide the capability to support advanced services 733 

while being used for voice service, she should also remove the revenues that are 734 

associated with providing all of the services that use the investment that she removes. 735 
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Q. Ms. Everson’s proposes adjustments on ICC Staff Schedule 2.06 to eliminate 736 

completely the calculation of income taxes for companies that she identifies as being 737 

organized as Subchapter S corporations for federal and state income tax purposes.  738 

Do you agree with her rationale for eliminating the income taxes completely for 739 

these companies? 740 

A. No.  Her rationale is that since the company itself does not pay any income taxes there 741 

should be no income taxes attributable to its operations.  This ignores the fact that income 742 

taxes are, in fact, paid on the income of the Subchapter S corporations, but it is paid by 743 

the owners of the company, not the company itself.  To ignore the income taxes that must 744 

be paid on the income of the company is unfair and unjust.  It would also have the 745 

inappropriate effect of favoring investment in telephone utilities that are organized as 746 

regular C corporations over those that are organized as Subchapter S corporations. 747 

Q. What is the practice within the rural telephone industry regarding the treatment of 748 

taxes for Subchapter S corporations? 749 

A. In the preparation of cost study information for settlements within the NECA access 750 

pools, NECA allows the imputation of income taxes for Subchapter S and other types of 751 

“tax pass through” organizations.  GCHC Exhibit 2.9 referenced in Mr. Rubin’s Rebuttal 752 

Testimony is a copy of the NECA cost issue explaining its position on this issue and 753 

approving the imputation of income taxes (both federal and state) in the development of 754 

interstate costs based on the weighted effective tax rate of the shareholders who 755 

ultimately pay the taxes.  As noted in the NECA cost issue, “The Federal 756 

Communications Commission (FCC) has authorized NECA to implement its 757 
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interpretations of FCC Rules where necessary.” (GCHC Exhibit 2.9, Page 3)  The FCC 758 

has not issued any interpretation contrary to NECA’s cost issue. 759 

Q. Are there other federal regulatory agencies that have addressed the issue of imputed 760 

income taxes for regulated utilities that are owned by “tax pass-through” 761 

organizations? 762 

A. Yes.  In response to a remand of an order to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 763 

(FERC) by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, FERC initiated an 764 

Inquiry Regarding Income Tax Allowance exploring alternative methods for treating the 765 

inclusion of income tax allowances for partnership interests and other legal entities where 766 

the tax liability is paid by the owners of the entity rather than by the entity itself.  After 767 

receiving a wide number of comments and considering several different alternatives for 768 

treatment of such tax liabilities (including allowing no pass through), FERC reversed its 769 

earlier treatment of such liabilities and concluded that: 770 

 …such an allowance should be permitted on all partnership interests, or 771 
similar legal interests, if the owner of that interest has an actual or potential 772 
income tax liability on the public utility income earned through the interest.  773 
This order serves the public because it allows rate recovery of the income 774 
tax liability attributable to regulated utility income, facilitates investment in 775 
public utility assets, and assures just and reasonable rates.5 776 

 The FERC policy statement also requires that the taxes recovered through rates be based 777 

on the weighted composite tax rate for the owners of the entity. 778 

                                                           
5  111 F.E.R.C. P61,139; 2005 FERC LEXIS 1129  Docket No. PL05-5-000, P. 1. 
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Q. Are the Subchapter S corporations that are involved in this proceeding making 779 

changes to their Schedule 1.01s that are being filed concurrently with this 780 

testimony? 781 

A. Yes.  Originally their Schedule 1.01s reflected the standard tax rates as used in the 782 

previous proceeding regarding the IUSF as I described in my Direct Testimony.  783 

However, based on the specific issue of tax treatment for Subchapter S corporations 784 

raised by Ms. Everson’s and Mr. Rubin’s testimonies, these companies are reflecting tax 785 

calculations based on the weighted effective tax rates of their shareholders.  Each witness 786 

will be providing evidence of the calculation of that effective tax rate. 787 

Q. Do the recent changes in Illinois income tax laws impact Subchapter S corporations 788 

as well? 789 

A. Yes.  In ICC Staff Exhibit Schedule 2.04, Ms. Everson recommended reflecting the 790 

recently increased corporate tax rate of 9.5% rather than the 7.3% that the IITA member 791 

companies had included in their Schedule 1.01s due to the change in Illinois tax law.  The 792 

changes in the tax law also include changes that will impact the appropriate tax rates for 793 

Subchapter S corporations.  First, the state income tax rate for individuals was increased 794 

from 3.5% to 5.0%.  Consequently, the calculation of the weighted effective income tax 795 

rates for individual Illinois shareholders of Subchapter S corporations should reflect this 796 

increase and will be included by the member companies in their calculations.  Second, a 797 

new 1.5% Replacement Tax that applies to the income of Subchapter S corporations was 798 

enacted.  This tax will be paid directly by the Subchapter S corporations and not passed 799 

on to their shareholders.  This new tax should also be included in the income tax 800 

calculation for Subchapter S companies. 801 
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Q. In summary, should the Commission adopt the adjustment proposed by Ms. 802 

Everson in ICC Staff Schedule 2.06? 803 

A. No.  The complete elimination of income taxes for Subchapter S corporations is 804 

inappropriate.  The companies impacted, including two not addressed in Ms. Everson’s 805 

adjustment, will be making adjustments to their income tax calculations to reflected 806 

weighted average effective tax rates for their shareholders and the 1.5% Replacement Tax 807 

that is assessed on the Subchapter S company itself. 808 

Mr. Rubin’s Testimony 809 

Q. Are you responding to Mr. Rubins’ testimony on Pages 4-16 in this testimony? 810 

A. Yes, but I will address the issues on Pages 17 and later first since they relate to content 811 

similar to that contained in Ms. Everson’s testimony.   812 

Q. Why are you addressing Mr. Rubins’ testimony on Pages 17 and later? 813 

A. This section of his testimony deals directly with the Schedule 1.01s filed by the 814 

companies and various criticisms of the data in those schedules, similar in many respects 815 

to much of the Staff testimony which deals with similar issues.  We thought it would be 816 

helpful to the parties in this case to deal with these issues at the same time as dealing with 817 

the Staff issues so that the parties could have a better understanding of the issues in 818 

formulating their further testimony.   819 

NON-REGULATED ALLOCATIONS 820 

Q. On Lines 357-389 of Mr. Rubin’s testimony he discusses issues related to the 821 

allocation of general support facilities to non-regulated operations of the companies, 822 

and in his Exhibit GCH 2.8 presents a calculation of the impact of arbitrarily 823 
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assuming that 18% of these assets should be allocated to non-regulated operations 824 

for 20 of the companies.  Is his analysis reasoned and appropriate? 825 

A. No, it is not, for several reasons. 826 

 1)  Mr. Rubins’ data request did not request all of the information that might have been 827 

relevant to determine whether companies had appropriately accounted for non-regulated 828 

activities or not. 829 

 2)  Mr. Rubins did not gather information regarding the level of non-regulated activities 830 

that companies were involved in, how the companies were organized operationally to 831 

provide these services, whether any allocations needed to be made based on these factors. 832 

 3)  While the answers to Mr. Rubins’ data requests provided fairly specific information 833 

on allocations for thirteen companies, he arbitrarily discarded eight of these companies 834 

from his determination of an average allocation factor. 835 

 4)  Mr. Rubins’ calculation of the average for the five companies over 10% (which was 836 

inappropriate to begin with) appears to have been done on a numeric average of the five 837 

companies, not a weighted average. 838 

 5)  In presenting Exhibit 2.08, the application of the 18% numeric average was applied to 839 

all companies except the five in the average, even those that had provided specific 840 

information on what their actual allocations were. 841 
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Q. You indicate that Mr. Rubin’s did not gather all of the information that was needed 842 

to determine whether companies had appropriately accounted for their regulated 843 

and non-regulated activities.  Can you expand on this? 844 

A. Yes.  There are several factors that lead me to make this statement.  First, Mr. Rubins 845 

presents in GCH Exhibit 2.6 the responses of all the companies to the request he 846 

propounded to see whether they provided any non-regulated activities.  His request asks 847 

whether “… the company or any of its affiliates, partnerships or other business 848 

arrangements…” provide any of a list of ten specific services “…or any services other 849 

than regulated telecommunications services”.  Because all of the companies answered 850 

“yes” to this question only means that they or one of their affiliated companies offer at 851 

least one of the services.  However, a company that only provided inside wire 852 

maintenance would have a very different amount of non-regulated activity in total than 853 

would a company that provided several of those services.  I also note that one of the 854 

services that Mr. Rubins listed, Fiber Optic backhaul services, could very well be a 855 

regulated offering under the company’s interstate or intrastate special access services.  By 856 

not inquiring specifically as to what services were offered, and by whom, Mr. Rubins has 857 

to and does make a very large assumption later in his analysis that all of the companies 858 

should be similar. 859 

 Secondly, Mr. Rubins’ Data Request GCH 1.04 asks for total expenses, investments, or 860 

revenues and “…the allocations to regulated operations…” [emphasis added].  Either Mr. 861 

Rubins assumed that all allocations would be coming from other organizations to the 862 

regulated operation, or he inartfully worded his data request.  A number of companies 863 

that make allocations only from the telephone company to the non-regulated operations 864 
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correctly responded to his data request that they did not have allocations to the regulated 865 

company, though it may not have been the information he thought he had asked for. 866 

 Third, Mr. Rubins did not ask for information about how the companies operated these 867 

non-regulated operations, through what business organizations they were done, and about 868 

the companies accounting processes. 869 

Q. What are the implications for Mr. Rubins’ analysis of not gathering information 870 

about which non-regulated services were offered by each company? 871 

A. To properly assess the appropriateness of allocations of general support assets and 872 

expenses to non-regulated operations, the number and types of services are important and 873 

could account for wide variations between companies.  For example, if a small company 874 

only provided inside wire maintenance service, such an offering would likely account for 875 

a very small amount of expenses and revenues in relationship to the total regulated 876 

operations of the company.  One would expect in this circumstance that there would be 877 

very small amounts of general support expenses that should be allocated to non-regulated 878 

activities.  At the other end of the spectrum, if a company provided, in addition to inside 879 

wire maintenance, PBX equipment, internet service, IPTV service, and wireless service 880 

all using telephone company employees and general support assets, one would expect a 881 

much higher allocation of general support expenses to those non-regulated activities. 882 
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Q. How would the organization of the business that provide the non-regulated services 883 

and the way business operations are set up impact the allocation of costs from the 884 

regulated business to the non-regulated? 885 

A. It could impact those allocations in a variety of ways.  Let me give some examples.  One 886 

company might have an affiliated company that provides CATV service in an area totally 887 

separate from the telephone operation.  In this case the CATV company could have its 888 

own manager, headquarters building, accounting staff, vehicles, installation and 889 

maintenance technicians, etc. that is totally separated from the telephone company 890 

operation with no need for any allocations.  In another case a company might have a 891 

CATV operation in its telephone company operating area and use common vehicles, 892 

buildings, personnel, etc. for both the telephone company and the CATV company which 893 

would involve the need for separations of costs between the two operations.  Even in this 894 

case, the amount of “allocations” might vary depending on what level of various 895 

expenses was charged directly to each separate organization.  For example, if time is 896 

recorded by separate business unit and directly assigned to that business unit there would 897 

be no need for an allocation.  This would potentially be true for vehicle usage as well, 898 

which could be directly assigned to the regulated or non-regulated business unit. 899 

 In some cases, employees and costs may be in a “parent” or other organization separate 900 

from both the regulated and non-regulated business units with costs directly assigned to 901 

those units based on various criteria.  In this situation there would also be no need to 902 

“allocate” costs from the regulated operation to the non-regulated operation. 903 
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Q. Can you summarize your observations about the validity of evaluating the allocation 904 

of General Support Facilities investment and expense using the data that Mr. 905 

Rubins gathered? 906 

A. While in some cases the data that Mr. Rubins gathered shows specifically the allocations 907 

that some companies used, there is simply no basis for generalizing from any of these 908 

companies individually or collectively to make valid assumptions that would apply to 909 

other companies.  There are too many variables to validly make that type of assumption. 910 

Q. Turning to the actual adjustment included on GCHC Exhibit 2.8 is the 18% that 911 

Mr. Rubins displays in column “h” of that Schedule, what are your comments on 912 

the derivation of that number? 913 

A. On lines 371 through 376, Mr. Rubins describes that thirteen companies provided some 914 

type of allocation percentage.  He then apparently discarded the eight lowest and used the 915 

five highest to derive the 18% which is used in his Exhibit.  There is no particular 916 

explanation why he discarded the remaining companies to derive an average.  I was 917 

unable to derive the 18% average from the information provided for the five companies 918 

he indicated were included in it on his GCHC Exhibit 2.7. 919 

Q. What are your comments on how Mr. Rubins then used this inappropriately derived 920 

percentage? 921 

A. As described in his testimony on Lines 380 through 389, he applied this percentage to the 922 

General Support Facilities net investment and expenses to arrive at the results in column 923 

“h” of his Exhibit.  I note that this same inappropriately derived percentage was applied 924 

to all but the five companies from which Mr. Rubins drew the average, even though their 925 

data responses, in many cases, contained in GCHC Exhibit 2.7 explain how they had 926 
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previously adjusted expenses out of those accounts, or that they had been assigned 927 

directly to the non-regulated accounts and never been in the regulated amounts. 928 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Rubins conclusion that his analysis “…clearly indicates the 929 

lack of allocations being performed on the most basic of assets…”? 930 

A. No, as I have explained, Mr. Rubins did not collect the appropriate information to make 931 

any such assessment and has used a flawed, inappropriate calculation in calculating the 932 

alleged impact that is shown on GCHC Exhibit 2.8.  His analysis doesn’t clearly indicate 933 

anything. 934 

EFFECTIVE FEDERAL TAX RATES 935 

Q. On Lines 396 through 411, Mr. Rubins discusses circumstances where individual 936 

companies would have an effective federal tax rate of less than 34%.  Can you 937 

comment on this section of his testimony and GCHC Exhibit 2.10 which displays his 938 

calculations of those impacts? 939 

A. Yes.  As I explained in my Direct Testimony, in the initial Schedule 1.01s filed by the 940 

companies, the same format was used in this case as in the Consolidated Proceedings 941 

which established the IUSF.  As a matter of simplicity and expediency, the 34% federal 942 

tax rate was used for all companies.  However, Mr. Rubins makes a valid point that for 943 

some companies, their effective federal income tax rate will be less than 34% because 944 

their income level falls within lower brackets of the federal tax tables.  The lower 945 

effective tax rate would also affect the Gross Revenue Conversion Factor.  While it is 946 

relatively easy to calculate the effective tax rate at any given income level, it is more 947 

complicated to calculate that level and the Gross Revenue Conversion Factor as other  948 
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items in the Schedule 1.01 change since these two factors impact each other.  Mr. Rubins 949 

calculations partially accounts for this circularity, but not completely.   950 

Q. Are the companies that are impacted conceptually by this proposed adjustment 951 

making adjustments in their Schedule 1.01s being filed concurrently with this 952 

testimony to make an appropriate adjustment to reflect the lower federal income tax 953 

rates they experience? 954 

A. Yes they are.  Each company will provide evidence of the calculation of the effective 955 

federal income tax rate that they develop in the individual company testimony.  An Excel 956 

spreadsheet was developed and used by those companies to calculate the correct effective 957 

federal income tax rate and gross revenue conversion factor.  The spreadsheet is 958 

constructed with circular references that adjust the factors for the changes in the actual 959 

Schedule 1.01 results of the company to reflect the correct factors and is best examined in 960 

electronic format. 961 

CASH WORKING CAPITAL 962 

Q. On lines 412-428 of his testimony Mr. Rubins discusses the Cash Working Capital 963 

allowance included in the Schedule 1.01s and describes this as a “bonus” for the 964 

IITA member companies.  Do you agree with this characterization? 965 

A. No.  Cash working capital is a necessary component of the assets that a company needs to 966 

have in order to conduct its business in a reasonable manner and to pay bills on a timely 967 

basis.  In the telecommunications business one of the key factors that impacts this need is 968 

that a significant portion of the company’s revenues are billed and collected 30 to 45 days 969 

after services have been provided.  In general terms, the company must pay for such 970 

things as its personnel costs, power, supplies, etc. before the revenues to support those 971 
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expenditures are collected.  The cash working capital allowance recognizes the need for 972 

working capital to maintain company operations. 973 

Q. Does Mr. Rubins’ testimony describe accurately the derivation of the 45-day 974 

allowance that was used in the Schedule 1.01s? 975 

A. The IITA’s response to the GCH data request is quoted correctly.  The derivation of the 976 

45-day working capital allowance was a result of discussions with the Staff in the 977 

Consolidated Dockets regarding the development of the Schedule 1.01 for that 978 

proceeding.  What Mr. Rubins failed to note in this section, though he did in his direct 979 

testimony,6 was that he played a key role at that time while Chairman of the IITA in 980 

establishing the Schedule 1.01 and the various elements in it and thus was directly 981 

involved in the development of the 45 day working capital allowance. 982 

Q. Mr. Rubins argues that the compromise that was developed ten years ago is 983 

“extremely outdated”.  Do you agree with this characterization? 984 

A. No.  While the NECA cost issue that Mr. Rubins attached as GCHC Exhibit 2.12 carrier a 985 

revision date of May, 2007, from the text of the discussion on Page 3 it is clear that the 986 

FCC had supported a 15 day lag period as early as a December 1, 1997 FCC order in 987 

regard to the review of 1997 access tariffs (See footnote 6).  Review of this order further 988 

indicates that the FCC had established the 15-day lag period some time before the 989 

December 1, 1997 order. 7  Thus there has been no change in the position regarding the 990 

appropriate lag period at the FCC since two years before the development of the Schedule 991 

1.0l in the Consolidated Dockets.  If the 45-day lag period used in the Consolidated 992 

                                                           
6 Rubins Direct Testimony, Lines 202-204. 
7 1997 Annual Access Tariff Filings, CC Docket No. 97-149, Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 97-403 (rel. 
Dec 1, 1997), ¶208.   
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Docket Schedule 1.01 was appropriate in 2000 when Mr. Rubins was a key figure in 993 

establishing it, it is equally appropriate today. 994 

Q. While Mr. Rubins in his testimony in this docket emphasizes the difference between 995 

the 15 day and 45 day lag period, are there other differences between the method 996 

used in the Schedule 1.01 and the NECA cost issue shown in GCHC Exhibit 2.12? 997 

A. Yes.  In Schedule 1.01, the base upon which the balance is calculated is based on 998 

Operating Expenses less Depreciation Expense.  In the NECA procedure, the base upon 999 

which the cash work capital is calculated includes not only the items used in the Schedule 1000 

1.01, but also cash operating taxes and interest expense.  Mr. Rubins does not address 1001 

these other items which would need to be considered if the NECA methodology is used 1002 

in place of the simplified method used in the Schedule 1.01. 1003 

Q. Mr. Rubins offers GCHC Exhibit 2-13 as his calculation of the potential difference 1004 

between using a 45-day lag period and 15-day lag period.  Do you believe that the 1005 

Commission should accept these adjustments as offered? 1006 

A. No.  The IITA believes, first of all, that the 45-day cash working capital allowance should 1007 

continue to be used in conjunction with the simplified calculation of the cash working 1008 

capital allowance used in the Schedule 1.01 in the Consolidated Dockets and as presented 1009 

by the IITA member companies in this docket.  Secondly, if the use of a 15-day lag 1010 

period is considered, additional items should be added into the base upon which the 1011 

calculation is made consistent with the base used in the NECA cost issue procedure. 1012 
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Q. On Lines 429-445 of his testimony, Mr. Rubins discusses eliminating any of the 1013 

standard adjustments the companies made to reflect more up to date USF amounts.  1014 

What is your general reaction to his proposal? 1015 

A. I was surprised at his proposal given that in the Consolidated Dockets and in the 1016 

Alhambra case strong arguments were made that the companies should reflect federal 1017 

HCL payments that were closer to, or actually based on, the data from the “test year”, 1018 

even though those payments would not be made until two years in the future.  In fact, in 1019 

the Alhambra case, the initial Order from the Commission denied Alhambra any IUSF 1020 

because they had not made such an adjustment, and it was only on Rehearing, when 1021 

Alhambra provided recently available data to show what payments would be made two 1022 

years after the test period, that the Commission approved IUSF funding for Alhambra. 1023 

FEDERAL USF ADJUSTMENTS 1024 

Q. Mr. Rubins summarizes on GCHC Exhibit 2.14 the USF adjustments that he 1025 

proposes be eliminated from the Schedule 1.01s.  Should the Commission adopt his 1026 

recommendation? 1027 

A. No.  It would be inconsistent with the Commission treatment of these items in past 1028 

proceedings and would not be consistent with the Commission’s position that HCL 1029 

federal USF should synchronized with the test period, i.e. the HCL should reflect an 1030 

adjustment to quantify the difference between the HCL in the test period (2009) and what 1031 

would be received based on the 2009 test period investment and expense data in 2011. 1032 
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Q. Do the adjustments that companies reported on the Schedule 1.01s that were 1033 

initially filed reflect HCL adjustments related to HCL received in 2011? 1034 

A. No, They reflected adjustments showing the difference between 2009 HCL and 2010 1035 

HCL in most cases.  In reviewing Mr. Rubins proposed adjustment to remove HCL 1036 

changes completely from the Schedule 1.01s, the IITA and its member companies 1037 

recognized that it would be more appropriate to reflect updated HCL information 1038 

showing the difference between 2009 HCL received and what is being received in 2011 1039 

based on 2009 data.  That data is much more accurately available now than it was when 1040 

the Schedule 1.01s were initially prepared. Therefore, in each of the individual member 1041 

company Schedule 1.01s filed concurrently with this testimony, adjustments are being 1042 

made to reflect the difference between 2009 HCL recorded on the companies’ books and 1043 

the 2011 HCL that has been received in 2011 and is estimated by USAC to be received in 1044 

the final months of 2011. 1045 

Q. In his testimony and in GCHC Exhibit 2.14, Mr. Rubins indicates that six 1046 

companies made no HCL adjustments.  Can you comment on this? 1047 

A. Yes.  McNabb and Montrose received no HCL USF support in either 2009 or 2010 so no 1048 

adjustment was needed or appropriate.  Adams and Shawnee both included adjustments 1049 

for HCL in larger revenue adjustments related to the increased plant adjustments that they 1050 

had proposed, thus they did in fact make adjustments to the 2009 HCL amounts to 1051 

periods beyond 2010.  Gridley and Metamora did not show any adjustments.  In the cases 1052 

of both these companies, the amount of HCL they received in 2010 was lower than in 1053 

2009.  If they had reflected these adjustments, their proposed IUSF funding would have 1054 

increased. 1055 
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Q. Can you comment on why the bulk of the companies did not report any LSS or 1056 

ICLS adjustments? 1057 

A. There are potentially several reasons.  First, from an administrative point of view, 1058 

consistent with the instructions for standard adjustments, there was no recommendation 1059 

for including ICLS adjustments and LSS adjustments were only suggested for those 1060 

companies that were not in the NECA traffic sensitive pool.  Secondly, for both LSS and 1061 

ICLS, the amounts received in the current year are estimated based on the estimated 1062 

current year data, not two years previous data as is HCL, thus there is not a timing 1063 

difference for these two items.  Third, as discussed in great detail earlier in my testimony, 1064 

recovery of ICLS for all the companies, and for LSS for most companies, comes through 1065 

the NECA settlement process, primarily occurs within the current year, and is not easily 1066 

identifiable because of the flow through the NECA settlement process. 1067 

RATE OF RETURN 1068 

Q. On Lines 446 through 461 of his testimony, Mr. Rubins discusses the 9.34% rate of 1069 

return that was agreed to in the Stipulation between the IITA companies and 1070 

AT&T.  While he does not suggest an alternative, he does indicate that the 1071 

Commission should conduct an investigation of that rate of return and notes that it 1072 

is not supported by any factual evidence.  Do you have comments regarding his 1073 

discussion? 1074 

A. Yes.  Mr. Rubins notes that the Schedule 1.01s previously supplied by the IITA member 1075 

companies were prepared using an 11.21% or 12.60% rate of return and were adjusted 1076 

downward in Mr. Schoonmaker’s IITA Exhibits to a 9.34% rate of return.  I described in 1077 

my Direct Testimony at Lines 1754-1766 how the 9.34% rate of return was arrived at and 1078 
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that effort was not expended at that point in time to arrive at a precise data driven cost of 1079 

capital.  In order to simplify the administrative processes, the individual company 1080 

Schedule 1.01s filed in this round of testimony will all reflect the agreed to 9.34% rate of 1081 

return.   1082 

 While the IITA and AT&T agreed to the 9.34% rate of return, Staff has not found that 1083 

objectionable and has not challenged that proposal.  Mr. Rubins specifically indicates that 1084 

he “…does not have a specific target number that it believes should be used…” as well.  1085 

Thus there is no disagreement in the case at this point in time regarding the 9.34% rate of 1086 

return.  The IITA does not believe that it is necessary for the Commission to pursue this 1087 

issue further as there is general agreement between parties with opposing interests. 1088 

 While the IITA has not previously presented evidence regarding a specific rate of return, 1089 

it has been monitoring financial conditions that impact the rate of return and has analysis 1090 

based on comparable telecommunications companies that would suggest that the 9.34% 1091 

return is very reasonable.   1092 

Q. Mr. Rubins comments raised the question of whether there was any record evidence 1093 

to support the 9.34% rate of return.  Are you providing record evidence that would 1094 

at least indicate that the 9.34% rate of return is not too high? 1095 

A. Yes.  I will provide record evidence that is the case.  In doing so, I have no intention of 1096 

arguing that the rate of return to be used in this case should be anything other than 9.34%, 1097 

only to provide data that will support that level is not too high.  I have participated in 1098 

enough proceedings where rate of return was at issue, to recognize that other parties, if 1099 

they presented evidence, would likely arrive at results that are different than those that I 1100 
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present.  However, this minimal presentation will provide a record that the 9.34% rate of 1101 

return is not too high. 1102 

Q. Have you had members of your staff monitoring the cost of equity during the time 1103 

leading up to when this proceeding was filed and since then? 1104 

A. Periodically I have requested that an update be made based on updated public market data 1105 

so I could be conversant with the cost of equity if that issue arose.  The last update that I 1106 

had made was in September, 2011. 1107 

Q. Have you prepared an Exhibit to show the evaluation that you had made in regard 1108 

to the cost of equity for IITA member companies at that point in time? 1109 

A. I have.  The Exhibit, IITA Exhibit 3.11, was updated based on market data as of 1110 

September 9, 2011.  In evaluating the cost of equity for the IITA member companies, 1111 

nine telecommunications companies that provide local exchange service were selected as 1112 

comparable companies.  These companies are publicly traded and have market caps of 1113 

less than $600 million as of the date of the analysis.  Several of these companies provide 1114 

telephone local exchange service in more rural areas of the country. 1115 

Q. What type of financial analysis was used based on these companies to arrive at the 1116 

cost of equity for the IITA companies? 1117 

A. I used both a Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 1118 

analysis for the companies, types of analysis that are widely used in financial circles to 1119 

estimate the cost of equity.  I then averaged the results of the two sets of analysis. 1120 
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Q. Can you describe the results of your analysis? 1121 

A. Yes.  As presented on Page 1 of IITA Exhibit 3.11, the CAPM analysis indicated an 1122 

average cost of common equity of 16.00%.  The DCF analysis is presented on Page 2 of 1123 

IITA Exhibit 3.11 and resulted in an average cost of common equity of 24.7%.  The 1124 

average of the two analyses resulted in an average cost of common equity of 20.36%. 1125 

Q. In your Direct Testimony you filed IITA Exhibit 1.14 which showed the calculation 1126 

of the after-tax cost of capital for both investor-owned and non-taxable IITA 1127 

member companies.  Have you used that same Exhibit to provide an updated cost of 1128 

capital for the companies? 1129 

A. I have.  I have updated the exhibit by including the 20.26% cost of equity that I 1130 

developed and by updating the state tax rates for the investor owned companies to 9.5% 1131 

pursuant to changes in Illinois law.  IITA Exhibit 3.12 shows the updated calculations of 1132 

the after-tax cost of capital for these two groups of companies to be 14.37% and 15.82% 1133 

respectively, holding all other factors unchanged. 1134 

Q. What conclusion do you draw from this analysis? 1135 

A. The only conclusion that I want to draw from this analysis is to provide record evidence 1136 

based on recent market data analysis that the 9.34% rate of return that the IITA and 1137 

AT&T have agreed to and that no other party has objected to at this point in time is not 1138 

too high.  I am in no way proposing that a rate of return other than 9.34% should be used 1139 

in this proceeding. 1140 
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SIGNIFICANT OR EXTRAORDINARY CHANGES 1141 

Q. Mr. Rubins discusses adjustments for significant or extraordinary changes on Lines 1142 

462 through 481 of his testimony and calculates the impact of these adjustments on 1143 

GCHC Schedule 2.17.  Do you agree with his recommendation that none of these 1144 

adjustments should be allowed? 1145 

A. No, that is inappropriate.  In the Consolidated Dockets the Staff and the IITA recognized 1146 

that some companies would have significant financial occurrences only partially in the 1147 

test period or shortly after the conclusion of the test period that should be considered in 1148 

determining a company’s IUSF support.  In that case, and in this, although they did not 1149 

occur in the test period, they will have been completed before this proceeding is 1150 

completed.  To completely ignore these realities to changing circumstances over a 1151 

relatively short time would be inappropriate and could increase the likelihood that 1152 

individual companies would request updates to their IUSF amounts to reflect changed 1153 

circumstances. 1154 

Q. Mr. Rubins includes in his testimony on Lines 463 through 470 his data request 1155 

asking whether the FCC allows significant or extraordinary items in the calculation 1156 

of federal USF and the responses of the companies.  Is the FCC USF process 1157 

comparable to the IUSF process so that this question and response is relevant? 1158 

A. I do not believe that it is.  For rate of return companies, elements of federal high cost 1159 

support are based on actual data that is updated annually with support amounts being 1160 

updated annually.  Thus, any issues related to timing or significant new investments are 1161 

recognized within a year of their completion in the federal USF process.  The IUSF 1162 

process is very different with the need to hold full hearings and the consequent delay that 1163 
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this causes between test periods and the final determination of support.  In addition, it has 1164 

been only infrequently that the amount of IUSF support is addressed, over ten years in 1165 

this case.  Thus, if a significant investment is made just after the test period is concluded, 1166 

a company might not get recognition of this for several years, thus leading to the 1167 

appropriateness of considering significant or extraordinary plant investments.  Frankly, if 1168 

a streamlined administrative procedure with annual updates was incorporated into the 1169 

IUSF in the future it would be a welcome and appropriate change and would likely 1170 

obviate the need for consideration of this type of adjustment. 1171 

Q. What is your response to Mr. Rubins testimony on Lines 471 through 476 regarding 1172 

the lack of definition of the terms “significant” and “extraordinary” and that the 1173 

companies have a change to “change history”? 1174 

A. The companies who made adjustments under this standard adjustment all recognized that 1175 

those adjustments would be subject to review and challenge and that they would need to 1176 

provide appropriate justification for those adjustments.  Some of those adjustments have 1177 

been challenged on the merits by the Staff and the Commission will ultimately make a 1178 

determination as to whether they should be accepted or not.  Thus the lack of definition 1179 

of the terms provides no harm since those adjustments will be judged on their individual 1180 

merits.  As to the issue of whether the companies are “changing history”, these 1181 

adjustments are primarily to “recognize history” that is shortly beyond the test period, 1182 

rather than to change it. 1183 
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Q. Should the Commission categorically reject the significant and extraordinary 1184 

adjustments as Mr. Rubins suggests? 1185 

A. No those adjustments should be reviewed and considered on the merits based on the size 1186 

of the company and the nature and certainty of the investment. 1187 

CORPORATE OPERATIONS EXPENSE LIMITATION 1188 

Q. Mr. Rubins presents GCHC Exhibit 2.18 which purports to show a calculation of 1189 

the impact of the federal limitation on corporate operations expenses eligible to be 1190 

included in the HCL formula.  What are your comments regarding this Exhibit? 1191 

A. It is not accurate and does not reflect the actual impact of this limitation as it is applied to 1192 

federal HCL USF support.  For example, GCHC Exhibit 2.18 and Mr. Rubins’ testimony 1193 

at line 484 indicate that eighteen of the IITA companies are impacted by this limitation 1194 

“…as calculated on their High Cost Loop submission.” (Rubins-Line 486)  I have 1195 

reviewed the NECA submission of data to the FCC from the end of September, 2010 1196 

which is based on 2009 actual data.  The data submitted formally by NECA to the FCC 1197 

shows that only six IITA companies are impacted by the corporate operations expense 1198 

limitation for the 2009 data year, not the eighteen shown on Mr. Rubins schedule.  1199 

Furthermore, the amount of the limitation for individual companies in the NECA 1200 

submission different from the data calculated by Mr. Rubins. 1201 

Q. Can you explain some of the reasons why the actual NECA limitation amounts are 1202 

different from those calculated by Mr. Rubins? 1203 

A. I can explain some reasons why Mr. Rubins calculations may be different from the 1204 

formal NECA submissions.  During the process of preparing cost studies which become 1205 

the basis for the data submitted to NECA, the cost consultants do a detailed review of 1206 
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general ledger entries of the company to assure that items have been correctly recorded in 1207 

the general ledger in accordance with Part 32 of the FCC rules.  Frequently, there are 1208 

items identified that are not recorded in the proper expense accounts in the general ledger 1209 

and “cost study adjustments” are made to reclassify these items into the correct accounts 1210 

for cost study purposes.  Some items that are frequently not accounted for correctly 1211 

include payments to the Telecommunications Relay Service fund and marketing vs. 1212 

public relations expenses.  In other cases, allocations of non-regulated expenses are made 1213 

as cost study adjustments that are not reflected in the general ledger.  I noted that many of 1214 

the companies thus have different corporate operations expenses reported to NECA than 1215 

those recorded in the general ledger with adjustments going in both directions.  Mr. 1216 

Rubins calculations did not capture these types of adjustments.   1217 

 A second possible reason that may have impacted Mr. Rubins Exhibit is his apparent use 1218 

of access lines in making his calculations.  In technical terms, the corporate operations 1219 

expense limitation per loop is based on a calculation using what is termed “Category 1.3 1220 

loops”.  This amount per loop is then multiplied by “total loops” to arrive at the total 1221 

limitation for corporate operations expense.  In most cases, there are differences between 1222 

access line counts, Category 1.3 loops, and total loops which, if Mr. Rubins used access 1223 

lines in his calculations, would have led to other differences. 1224 

Q. Turning now to the broader question of whether any limitation on corporate 1225 

operations expenses should be imposed at all, can you briefly describe the types of 1226 

expenses that are included in these accounts? 1227 

A. Yes, these include a wide variety of corporate activities including executive management 1228 

and planning, all accounting and finance functions such as payroll, accounts payable and 1229 
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keeping the companies ledgers, external relations include costs related to regulatory 1230 

reporting and proceedings, auditing of financial data, cost study preparation, personnel 1231 

management, legal costs, accident and damage claims, insurance costs, and other costs of 1232 

a corporate nature.  Attached as IITA Exhibit 3.10 is the description of Account 32.6720 1233 

from the FCC rules that describes in more detail the types of expenses included in this 1234 

account.  If one reviews these items it is easy to see that the functions included in this 1235 

expense category are vital to the operations of the company and its ability to provide 1236 

service to its customers.  This account includes as well expenses that are directly related 1237 

to necessary participation in state and federal regulatory proceedings and reporting.   1238 

Q. Does a formula, such as the formula used in the federal HCL process, provide an 1239 

appropriate way to evaluate the level of corporate operations expenses? 1240 

A. I do not believe that it does.  Formulas based on regression analysis may provide 1241 

interesting data regarding general trends, but cannot take into account the wide degree of 1242 

circumstances that a company may encounter.  While many of the expenses that a 1243 

company may encounter are fairly steady from year to year and may have some general 1244 

relationship to the size of the company as measured by access lines, other very necessary 1245 

items may vary significantly from year to year depending on varying circumstances and 1246 

regulatory occurrences that may cause unusual amounts in a given year.  In recent years a 1247 

number of Illinois companies were required to participate in very detailed audits of their 1248 

federal USF submissions by auditors under orders from the FCC which were timely and 1249 

very expensive, others were not so chosen.  Participation in a regulatory proceeding such 1250 

as this one can cause a large variation in legal and regulatory expenses for a year or two, 1251 

and then may not reoccur for several years.  Access lines have generally been decreasing 1252 
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for the IITA companies in recent years, but changes in corporate operations do not 1253 

necessarily accompany those reductions in access lines, particularly on a linear basis. 1254 

Q. Should the Commission adopt the adjustments proposed by Mr. Rubins in GCHC 1255 

Exhibit 2.18? 1256 

A. For the reasons that I have explained, they should not. 1257 

EARNINGS LEVELS 1258 

Q. On Lines 491 through 504 of his testimony, Mr. Rubins makes some comments 1259 

regarding the earnings levels of the IITA companies over the last ten years.  Do you 1260 

have any thoughts on his observations? 1261 

A. Mr. Rubins’ response seems to focus on the level of earnings, presumably net income, of 1262 

the companies only.  While earnings levels are important, they are only one measure of 1263 

the financial condition of the company.  If, for example, earnings had increased by 10% 1264 

while the net investment of the company had increased 70%, the company would be 1265 

earning more, but not necessarily be in as strong a financial position.  Many of the IITA 1266 

companies have made significant increases in investments over the past ten years in order 1267 

to continue to provide the services that customers were desiring and demanding and, if 1268 

comparisons are made to changes in the past ten years, one should look at more than just 1269 

the net income of the companies. 1270 

Q. Are you addressing the specific individual company adjustments that Mr. Rubins’ 1271 

addresses in the later part of his testimony? 1272 

A. No.  Witnesses for the individual companies will address those company specific 1273 

adjustments. 1274 
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GCHC Proposal 1275 

Q. On Lines 66 through 76 of his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Rubins provides a definition 1276 

of Access to Broadband Service.  What are your comments on this definition? 1277 

A. I commented extensively in my Rebuttal Testimony filed in August, 2011 regarding Mr. 1278 

Rubins definitions of Access to Broadband Service on Lines 150 through 301.  While Mr. 1279 

Rubins has offered another definition of Access to Broadband Service in this Rebuttal 1280 

Testimony, it fails to address a number of the concerns that were expressed in that 1281 

testimony about the definitions he had previously offered.  I still have the same concerns.   1282 

GCHC Comments on USF Funding 1283 

Q. On line 126 of his Rebuttal Testimony Mr. Rubins states that “…it does not 1284 

appear…” that rural ILECs can spend current Federal or State USF on “Access to 1285 

Broadband Service”.  What are your observations regarding this statement? 1286 

A. Since Mr. Rubins definition of “Access to Broadband Service” continues to change and 1287 

evolve, there might be some validity to his statement based on what facilities are included 1288 

in “Access to Broadband Service”, although it appears that those facilities would be 1289 

either primarily or solely, Title II communications services.  His broader conclusion 1290 

based on the certifications and definitions of supportable services, however, is one that I 1291 

do not agree with.  The FCC, made clear a number of years ago, that the requirements of 1292 

§254(e) were not violated by investments in plant which also aided in providing 1293 

advanced services.  They specifically stated in the 2001 Rural Task Force order: 1294 

 Contrary to the arguments of some commenters, use of support to invest in 1295 
infrastructure capable of providing access to advanced services does not 1296 
violate section 254(e), which mandates that support be used “only for the 1297 
provision, maintenance, and upgrading of facilities and services for which 1298 
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the support is intended.”8  The public switched telephone network is not a 1299 
single-use network.  Modern network infrastructure can provide access not 1300 
only to voice services, but also to data, graphics, video, and other services.  1301 
High-cost loop support is available to rural carriers “to maintain existing 1302 
facilities and make prudent facility upgrades[.]”9  Thus, although the high-1303 
cost loop support mechanism does not support the provision of advanced 1304 
services, our policies do not impede the deployment of modern plant 1305 
capable of providing access to advanced services.  Rural carriers may 1306 
consider both their present and future needs in determining what plant to 1307 
deploy, knowing that prudent investment will be eligible for support.10 1308 

 Clearly the FCC recognized that projects that did provide for the provision of the services 1309 

for which the support was intended, but that could also further the deployment of 1310 

advanced services, were acceptable uses of USF funding.  That the rural ILECs funds 1311 

were used for the intended purposes is substantiated by the fact that their funding is based 1312 

on specific rule provisions related to Part 32 accounting, Part 36 separations rule 1313 

provisions and Part 69 access rules applied to actual investments and expenditures which 1314 

the company makes. 1315 

Q. On Lines 143 – 150 of his testimony, Mr. Rubins comes to the conclusion that 1316 

current USF funding “…is only being used for current operating expenses and no 1317 

IUSF funds received in 2009 went for capital improvements.11”  Do you agree with 1318 

Mr. Rubins’ conclusion? 1319 

A. Not generally.  Each of the federal USF mechanisms include recognition of investments 1320 

in appropriate telephone plant, return on those investments, and return of those 1321 

investments through depreciation expense.  These funds are being used for purposes 1322 

beyond “current operating expenses” which is Mr. Rubins’ contention.  That usage is 1323 

                                                           
8 47 U.S.C. § 254(e);  
9 First Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd at 8939 ¶ 300. 
10 Fourteenth Report And Order, Twenty-Second Order On Reconsideration, And Further Notice Of Proposed 
Rulemaking IN CC Docket No. 96-45, And Report And Order In CC Docket No. 00-256, FCC 01-157, Released 
May 23, 2001, ¶ 200. 
11 Rubins Rebuttal Testimony, Lines 149-150. 
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consistent with the intended use of “provision[ing]” the supported services as stated in 1324 

§254(e) of the Act.  However, in another sense, the 2009 USF funding is not based 1325 

directly on full reimbursement of specific capital expenditures in that year and exclusion 1326 

of operating expenses as Mr. Rubins appears to be proposing in his plan. 1327 

Q. On Lines 157-173 of his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Rubins outlines modifications to 1328 

the initial plan that he proposed and to calculations of the maximum amount of 1329 

IUSF that would be available under his plan.  Do you have any comments on his 1330 

discussion? 1331 

A. Mr. Rubins excludes two of the Madison exchanges from his analysis because they were 1332 

acquired subsequent to the establishment of the IUSF and based on an application of an 1333 

FCC rule.  While Mr. Gough will address this issue more specifically in his testimony for 1334 

Madison Telephone Company, I am not aware of any Illinois statutory or rule provisions 1335 

that would exclude any of Madison Telephone Company’s operating area from receiving 1336 

IUSF funding. 1337 

Q. At Line 182 of his testimony, Mr. Rubins includes a chart comparing certain 1338 

elements of his plan to the IITA proposal.  What are your comments in regard to 1339 

this comparison? 1340 

A. While these are some items of interest, it ignores other items which could be compared 1341 

such as compliance with the Illinois statute, providing support for the current supported 1342 

services, and other factors which I discussed more thoroughly in my Rebuttal Testimony. 1343 
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GCHC Rate of Return Analysis 1344 

Q. On Lines 199-211 Mr. Rubins modifies his views on how rate of return regulation 1345 

does or does not provide incentives for operating the telephone company business 1346 

“efficiently”.  Can you comment on his analysis? 1347 

A. Yes.  Mr. Rubins modifies his analysis to exclude his (and other) average schedule 1348 

companies from his criticism and to direct that lack of efficiency motive only to cost 1349 

companies.  It appears that his rationale is based on his view that managers are solely 1350 

motivated by cost recovery, and if cost recovery can be obtained there is no other reason 1351 

to restrain costs or otherwise operate efficiently.  This is a very simplistic view both of 1352 

how the industry works and what motivates telephone company managers’ decision 1353 

making.  My view is that there are a wider set of influences that impact decisions of 1354 

managers of both cost and average schedule companies than just the amount of cost 1355 

recovery, including such things as service levels, individual judgments about the future of 1356 

the industry and the impact of competition, community development concerns and 1357 

impacts, levels and types of customer service, etc. 1358 

 For example, though the ILEC companies have been under rate of return regulation in 1359 

Illinois for the past ten years, there has been no “automatic cost recovery” for their costs 1360 

that are allocated to the intrastate jurisdiction.  As they have made investments, there has 1361 

been no change in their IUSF or in other intrastate revenues without taking action at this 1362 

Commission other than changes in demand.  Thus even cost companies have had 1363 

motivations to operate efficiently, even under Mr. Rubins’ apparent standard. 1364 

 Mr. Rubins standard also ignores the fact that the rural ILECs have faced increased 1365 

competition over the past ten years from wireless companies, and in some cases, Cable 1366 
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TV companies, and providers of voice service over the internet which has provided 1367 

motivations to be efficient. 1368 

 Let me also point out that if Mr. Rubins standard, as I understand it, is the sole motivator, 1369 

then his plan provides no motivation for either average schedule or cost companies to be 1370 

efficient in their deployment of “Access to Broadband Service” investments, since those 1371 

investments will be 100% recovered, at least the maximum limit provided in the plan. 1372 

Q. On Lines 212 – 264 and using GCHC Exhibit 2.4 Mr. Rubins portrays an analysis 1373 

that he concludes demonstrates that cost companies under rate of return regulation 1374 

in Illinois that would recover over 150% of the original expense amount.  Is Mr. 1375 

Rubins analysis and conclusion valid? 1376 

A. It is not.  The primary flaw in Mr. Ruben’s analysis is his assessment of the impact these 1377 

changes would have on the IUSF.  In each of the three examples he develops in GCHC 1378 

Exhibit 2.4 he assumes that in the IUSF calculation, only the expense levels would 1379 

change.  However, using his analysis on a single year basis and reflecting all the changes 1380 

in the same year, he ignores the fact that for the IUSF calculation, he must reflect the 1381 

additional interstate revenue that he calculates would be generated.   1382 

 In his Home Telephone Example, in calculating the IUSF he should not only have 1383 

increased the operating expenses by $20,000 as he did on page 10 of his Exhibit, but he 1384 

should also have increased operating revenues by $19,393 with a net IUSF income 1385 

impact of ($607).  This would yield a net recovery of slightly over 100%.  Similarly in 1386 

the Madison example, he ignored the $12,645 of interstate revenue that should be 1387 

reflected in the IUSF calculation leaving a net IUSF income impact of ($7,255) and a net 1388 
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recovery of slightly over 100%.  In the Harrisonville example, he ignored the $12,706 of 1389 

interstate revenue that should be reflected in the IUSF example resulting in a net IUSF 1390 

income impact of ($7,294) rather than ($20,000). 1391 

 A secondary flaw in Mr. Rubins analysis and conclusion related to all the IITA 1392 

companies is that for his examples, he chose companies who individual company loop 1393 

cost was greater than 150% of the national average.  Companies with smaller individual 1394 

company loop costs would not recover as much from the HCL USF.   1395 

 Another flaw for drawing general conclusion is that Mr. Rubins analysis assumes that the 1396 

IUSF is recalculated annually or that the year in which the expenses were made is the test 1397 

year for IUSF.  If the year of the expenditures was not the test year for IUSF (such as 1398 

2001 through 2008) there would be no change in IUSF and recovery from interstate 1399 

services would be less than the expenditures in all cases. 1400 

 Mr. Rubins examples were all based on a change in operating expenses which flow 1401 

through to cost based settlements in the year in which they are incurred.  If Mr. Rubins 1402 

had changed investment numbers instead of expenses there would also be significantly 1403 

different results. 1404 

 Finally, certain expenses such as Customer Operations Expenses do not enter into the 1405 

HCL calculation and would have significantly different impacts. 1406 
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GCHC Relevant Events Occurring Since Direct Testimony 1407 

Q. Mr. Rubins directs attention to the Seventh Broadband Access Report released on 1408 

May 20, 2011 as an occurring since Direct Testimony.  Can you comment on his 1409 

insertion of this information? 1410 

A. The material quoted from this report on Lines 269-277 of his Rebuttal Testimony 1411 

specifically refers to the 2010 Sixth Broadband Progress Report.  Paragraph 28 of the 1412 

2010 Sixth Broadband Progress Report12 comes to similar conclusions as does the 1413 

Seventh Broadband Report, and to me does not reflect a significant change since that 1414 

report. 1415 

Response to Frontier 1416 

Q. Mr. Phillips of Frontier’s major point in his testimony is that this Commission 1417 

should not act in this proceeding until the FCC has acted in its proceeding?  What 1418 

are your comments in regard to this? 1419 

A. As I have previously discussed the FCC has issued its Order in the proceeding dealing 1420 

with USF and intercarrier compensation along with the FNPRM that I discussed.  The 1421 

IITA believes that this Commission should act in this proceeding to establish an Interim 1422 

Fund as described in IITA Exhibit3.2 and should have a further proceeding as described 1423 

in that proposal after the passage of no more than two years to develop a longer-term 1424 

fund. 1425 

                                                           
12 Sixth Broadband Progress Report, FCC 10-129, Released July 10, 2010, ¶28. 
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Q. Although Mr. Phillips encourages the Commission to adopt neither of the two 1426 

proposals before it, as an alternative he indicates support for the GCHC plan?  1427 

What is your response? 1428 

A. For the reasons enunciated in my prior testimony and this testimony, the IITA does not 1429 

believe that the GCHC plan is consistent with the Illinois statutes and should not be 1430 

adopted? 1431 

Q. If Frontier provides evidence consistent with the IITA plan, does the IITA have 1432 

concerns about the Commission allowing the eligible Frontier companies to receive 1433 

support under the conditions of the IITA plan? 1434 

A. While we would obviously want to review the evidence that they present, if they meet the 1435 

statutory standards and the elements of the IITA plan, the IITA is not opposed to eligible 1436 

Frontier companies receiving IUSF support under the conditions of the IITA plan as long 1437 

as that support is over and above any amount that the IITA companies are requesting. 1438 

Q. Does this conclude your further rebuttal testimony? 1439 

A. Yes, it does. 1440 




